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Abstract: From  two  sites of  Northern  Area  of  Pakistan,  60  cores  were  taken  from  Picea  smithiana and
after  cross  dating  annual  ring  widths  were  measured.  Climate  sensitivity  of  tree  rings  of Picea smithiana
from  Haramosh and  Bagrot  were  investigated.  Approximately  550  years  were  obtained  and  quality of
cross dating was checked by Computer software COFECHA and the success of crossdating was quite
satisfactory within and between these two stands. Mean correlation among samples was high (0.74 to 0.85).
ARSTAN  program  was  used  to  remove  non  climatic  trends  and   difference   between   raw  and
chronology  statistics  are  discussed.  Signal  strength  in  Haramosh  chronology  was  found  to  be higher.
The  chronology  values  in  both  stands  were  showing  similar  trends.  The  results  showing  are
encouraging  for  growth  and  climatic  response.  It  is  suggested  that  sample  size  should  be  increased to
improve the results.
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INTRODUCTION need to know about the past variations. We have no long

Many people are unaware of coming effects of global department’s data provides us only 40 to 50 years of past
environmental change Hester, R.E. and Harrison, R.M. [1]. data which is insufficient for searching the trend of the
This environmental change is not autonomous but caused future climate and flow. One of the best ways of getting
by human activities. Pakistan is also underthreat with this long term past climatic data has been recognized as tree
change and its glaciers are continuously melting due to ring (the Science of dendrochronology) Ahmed et al. [3].
rise in temperature. Muhammad. N [2] described that In Pakistan, dendrochronological studies started in
recent flood is an example of glacier melting. The flood the late 80s but it was used for climatic research after 2005.
began in late July 2010 and affected Khyber Pakhtunkha, Standardized chronologies of Abies pindrow was
Sindh, Punjab and Balochistan regions of Pakistan and presented by Ahmed [4]. Dendrochronological potential
also affected Indus River basin. Approximately one-fifth of different species Ahmed et al. [5] and Picea smithiana
of Pakistan's total land area was under water. According was pointed out by Ahmed and Naqvi [6] and Khan et al.
to government of Pakistan data, the floods directly [7]. However we need a network of maximum number of
affected about 20 million people, mostly by destruction of species from maximum sites for better understanding of
property, livelihood and infrastructure and with a death ring width sensitivity of desired information. Therefore
toll of close to 2,000 people. this study would add more information in the field of

Millions of people lost their food and shelter due to dendrochronology and it’s potential. This paper will
this unpredictable disaster. Question arises how we will present some preliminary results obtained from tree rings
manage ourselves for future if we are unaware of future of Picea smithiana from two different sites of northern
fluctuations of climate? For better understand of future we area of Pakistan.

past records of climate and river flow. Meteorological
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MATERIALS AND METHODS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

High elevation sites were targeted for sampling to Figure.1 shows the locations of study areas while
maximize the climatic signals and to avoid the human Table.1 described the characteristics of the sampling
disturbed sites. Samples which were taken from trees were areas. Table 2 summarized the results of COFECHA
air dried for the further process. Then they were mounted analysis while Table 3 showing the summary of ARSTAN
and sanded with different grades of sand papers so that statistics.
rings were easily visualized. Each sample was cross dated Twenty samples in the form of cores from Haramosh
using skeleton plot method followed by Stokes and and 20 from Bagrot were cross dated showing no trend
Smiley [8] and Ahmed [9]. Then each sample was abrupt growth. Some dendrochronological investigations
measured in mm using Velmex measure J2X which is a have already been carried out using Picea smithiana in
software program for measuring of each ring. The northern areas of Pakistan i.e. Chera, Nalter, Astor, Kalam,
measured ring series were then subjected to COFECHA Miandam, Dir Upper, Azad Kashmir, Mansehra, Jutial and
Holmes, R.L. [10] software which is quality control Kargah. Most of the narrow rings of these two sites were
program for cross dating. After checking the cross dating also cross matched with other species ring width series
quality the next step was to remove the non climatic i.e. Ahmed and Naqvi [6], Khan et al. [7], Ahmed et al. [3]
trends in raw ring widths. This was done by the program and Ahmed et al. [3]. Master series (which is longest
ARSTAN which stands for Auto Regressive series of this study) were 543 and 530 years in both
Standardization Cook [11]. A cubic smoothing spline with stands respectively while it was found to be about 600
50% cut off was fitted to all ring widths to remove years (1400-2006 AD) in Chera and Nalter Ahmed et al.
biological trends Cook and kariukstis [12]. [3]. Except Jutial, Haramosh showed higher correlation aso

Fig. 1: Location  of Northern Area on a map of Pakistan. A small portion of Northern Area is exposed (Rectangles) of
the study area.
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Table 1: Geographical Co ordinates of two sites

Sites Latitude Longitude Elevation Slope Aspect

Haramosh 35°53 74°53 3296m 53° E/S
Bagrot 36°01 74°36 3130m 45° E

Table 2: Summary of COFECHA Statistics

Sites Master series  S.INT  A.M.S M.L.S A.Corr

Haramosh 1467 0.849 0.319 339 0.696
2009

Bagrot 1480 0.735 0.304 273 0.693
2009

S.INT:Series intercorrelation,     A.M.S:Average Mean Sensitivity,    M.L.S:Mean Length of Series,      A.Cor:Autocorrelation

Table 3: Summary of ARSTAN Statistics

Sites S.E* SKEWNESS KURTOSIS SNR RBAR EPS

Haramosh 0.008 0.728 2.720 54.78 0.73 0.98
Bagrot 0.013 0.052 2.677 10.50 0.60 0.91

*standard error

Fig. 2: Showing 1-raw, 2-standard, 3-residual and 4-arstan chronologies with 5-the sample size of Haramosh site
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Fig. 3: Showing 1-raw, 2-standard, 3-residual and 4-arstan chronologies with 5-the sample size of Bagrot site

compared to other sites. Average mean sensitivity was 1550AD to 1580AD, 1760AD and between 1830AD to
also almost similar in both sites but according to Speer 1860AD.
[13] 0.2 mean sensitivity is good enough for climate Ring width measurement of Picea smithiana from
reconstruction. Therefore mean sensitivity values of (0.3) Bagrot site (Fig.3) indicated below average growth up to
from Haramosh and Bagrot is similar to Kargah Ahmed et 1560AD, 1610AD to 1640AD, 1780AD to 1850AD and
al. [5] is highly satisfactory. These trees were growing at from 1910AD to 1950AD. Above average growth was
the elevations of 3296m, 3130m and 2989m on extremely observed from 1570AD to 1610AD, 1640AD to 1740AD
steep slope facing east, south east and northwest aspect and 1870 to 1890AD. It is considered that their growth
respectively. trends in both sites were due to local non climatic factors,

At  Haramosh  from  1470AD  to  1540AD,  growth which should be removed from these chronologies.
was  continuously  decreasing  though  plants  still Overall chronology span more than 500 years but sample
showed   above   average   growth.   Below  average size diagram show less than 12 trees before 1740AD at
growth  was  recorded   from  1600AD  to  1750AD  and Haramosh and 1830AD from Bagrot sites respectively,
again 1860AD to 2010AD. Tree ring chronology (Fig.2) of indicating that large sample size is required for suitable
this area showed trend of above average growth from longer chronologies.
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Fig. 4: The chronology agreement for the 19  century in both sampling areasth

Above mentioned   growth   trends   were  removed highest value of rbar. Therefore it is suggested that both
by  standardization  process  of  ARSTAN  program  and chronologies contained climatic signals and these may be
the   values   were   averaged   to   one   and  were used for climatic reconstruction. However on the basis of
converted  to  ring width indices. Standard chronology above results and discussion it may be anticipated that at
tells us about the lag year effect while residual present Haramosh chronology is more suitable for further
chronology do not show lag year effect. Arstan investigations. In addition it is also suggested that to
chronology created ring width indices, which has pooled increase sample size for both sites, large sized trees
autocorrelation of tree rings and can preserve the low should be obtained.
frequency signals Cook [11].
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